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Introduction

n jobs, m machines

Find assignment to optimize costs.

NP-hard, local search can find good solutions.

Iterations:
Jobs jump to destination machine by best response (minimize costs).

Questions:

How long will it take to find a (local) optimum?

How good is the found optimum - price of anarchy?
(quality of the worst local optimum)
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Introduction

Local search means:

Jobs try to reduce costs, by jumping to another machine;

but there is no central controller is seeking a global optimum.

Jobs may have different sizes.

Machines may have different speeds.

Special cases:

Identical machines

Unit-weight jobs

More general case: related machines
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Important terms and concepts

Job sizes: pj , machine speeds: si

Minimal, maximal values: pmin, pmax , smin and smax

Identical machines, unit job sizes: set to 1

Sum of the job sizes: W =
∑n

j=1 pj

Mapping jobs to machines: Assignment σ

Order of execution on a machine: Permutation π

Load of a machine: Li =
∑

j∈σ−1(i)
pj
si

Costs of a job: cj
depending on the set of jobs assigned to the same machine and
depending on the model under which the jobs are executed.
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Important terms and concepts

Execution order - models:

Definition

Makespan:

All jobs on the same machine are executed in parallel,
the costs of a job are equal to the load of the machine.
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Important terms and concepts

Execution order - models:

Definition

FIFO (first in first out):

Execution in the order ’first in first out’.
Inserting as the last job on the new machine.
Costs of a job is the load of its machine contributed by all
jobs to run until this job j has ended:

c
(σ,π)
j =

∑
j ′∈Jπσ (j)

pj ′

sσ(j)
,

with Jπσ (j) the set of jobs on this machine with π(j ′) ≤ π(j).
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Important terms and concepts

Execution order - models:

Definition

SJF (shortest job first):

The jobs on a machine are executed in serial,
ordered by job size, shortest first.

As in FIFO, the costs of a job is the load of its machine
contributed by all jobs to run until this job has ended.
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Important terms and concepts

Unsatisfied: a job could improve by jumping

All satisfied: local optimum reached, stable

Convergence time: maximum number of jumps to local optimum,
started with an arbitrary assignment

Price of Anarchy: worst local to global optimum,
ratio of the makespans

Iteration, step: only one job jumps

selected by pivot rules
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Important terms and concepts

Pivot rules:

Best Improvement: Select a job for which the
largest improvement of its costs is possible.

Random: Select a job uniformly at random from the
set of unsatisfied jobs.

Min Weight: Select a smallest unsatisfied job.

Max Weight: Select a largest unsatisfied job.

Fixed Priority: Select the unsatisfied job with the
largest priority according to a given order on the jobs.
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Related Work and Results

The Price of Anarchy

Already known (besides other results):

SJF (shortest job first):

2− 1/m on identical, Θ(logm) on related machines,
Immorlica et. al. [4]

Here new:

Same results for FIFO in the deterministic case.
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Related Work and Results

Convergence Time - Makespan

For identical machines Brucker et. al. [1] showed O(n2),

by restriction to critical machines (maximum load).

Here extended to:

Every pivot rule has O(n ·W /pmin) on identical machines.

Also a result from Even-Dar et. al. [3], here improved:

For related machines and for unit-weight jobs from m · n for the
convergence time to n.
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Related Work and Results

Convergence Time - SJF

O(n2) was found by Immorlica et. al. [4],
jobs are asked on a rotational basis.

The authors here found:

for Max Weight an exponential number in the worst case.
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Related Work and Results

Convergence Time - FIFO

No previous results known, new results here:

Tight bounds for identical machines

Upper bounds in more general cases, depending on W /pmin

W /pmin can be exponentially large,

but expected polynomial convergence times
by smoothed analysis
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Selected theorems

As an excerpt some theorems are presented.

There are special cases and the more general case of related
machines.

Twelve theorems in all,

some have a short and easy to verify proof,

others are more lengthy and complicated.

Presenting an examples of each sort,

the complicated proof of theorem 10 is sketched only,

and not shown in full depth.
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Identical Machines

Theorem 1

In the FIFO model, for any pivot rule the worst-case running time is
exactly n − 1.
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Identical Machines

Proof of Theorem 1 - lower bound

An instance with n jobs and m = n machines,

each job with a size of 1,

all jobs initially assigned to machine 1.

Step by step all but one job jump to an each empty machine.

After n − 1 steps the situation is stable

and thus we have a lower bound of n − 1.
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Identical Machines

Proof of Theorem 1 - upper bound

Running time of the least loaded machine is
monotonically increasing.

Each job moves to a least loaded machine

and never increases its running time by jumping.

It will not jump again.
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Identical Machines
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Identical Machines

Proof of Theorem 1 - upper bound

Running time of the least loaded machine is
monotonically increasing.

Each job moves to a least loaded machine

and never increases its running time by jumping.

It will not jump again.

The first job on each machine will not move at all.

Thus the upper bound is n − 1.
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Identical Machines

lower bound = upper bound = n − 1

Theorem 1

In the FIFO model, for any pivot rule the worst-case running time
is exactly n − 1.
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Unit-Weight Jobs

Theorem 4

In both the FIFO and the Makespan model for unit-weight jobs, the
convergence time for any pivot rule is n for any number m ≥ 2 of
machines.
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Unit-Weight Jobs

Proof of Theorem 4 - lower bound

Two machines,

one with speed 1/(2n) and

another with speed 1.

Assigning all jobs to the slower machine

will get them all jumping to the faster.
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Unit-Weight Jobs

Proof of Theorem 4 - upper bound

Showing that every job jumps at most once - by contradiction:

Assume: job j becomes unsatisfied for the second time at t.

In the step before another job j ′ jumped
from machine 1 to machine 2

and j will move to machine 1, the only machine
which currently reduced load.
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Proof Theorem 10
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Unit-Weight Jobs

Proof of Theorem 4 - upper bound

Showing that every job jumps at most once - by contradiction:

Assume: job j becomes unsatisfied for the second time at t.

In the step before j ′ jumped from 1 to 2 and j will move to 1.

Job j is not at 2, because by unit-weight jumping to 1 would
lead to the same situation as before, regarding costs; but every
jump reduces the costs. Then

c t−1
j = c tj > Lt1 +

1
s1
= Lt−1

1 > Lt−1
2 + 1

s2

shows that j could also jump to 2 in the previous step t − 1.

Contradiction to the choice of t.
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Unit-Weight Jobs

lower bound = upper bound = n

Theorem 4

In both the FIFO and the Makespan model for unit-weight jobs,
the convergence time for any pivot rule is n for any number
m ≥ 2 of machines.
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Related Machines -Theorem 10

Theorem 10

In the Makespan model, the convergence time of Best Improvement pivot
rule is in O(m2n ·W 2/p2min).
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How to proof Theorem 10

Starting point:

We notice that the makespan potential is in O(W 2/smax)
after O(n) steps.

This is a statement by Lemma 3 and Corollary 1.

The makespan potential is defined as∑m
i=1

1
si

· ((
∑

j∈σ−1(i)
pj )

2 +
∑

j∈σ−1(i)
p2j )

but this will be used in a depth of the proof, were we will not go to.
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How to proof Theorem 10

Lemma 3

The following statements hold:

- If there is a machine with load greater than 2W /smax , the best
improvement can be achieved by a jump from some job from a
machine with load greater than W /smax to a machine with load at
most W /smax .

- If there is no machine with load greater than 2W /smax , then

ΦFIFO = O(n · W
smax

) and ΦMakespan = O( W 2

smax
).

Corollary 1

For the Best Improvement pivot rule after n iterations and for the
Random pivot rule after expected O(n log n) iterations there is no machine
left with load greater then 2W /smax .
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How to proof Theorem 10

Because of Lemma 3 (and Corollary 1) we know that the makespan
potential is in O(W 2/smax) after O(n) steps.

O(W 2/smax) divided by p2/(2smax) times m2n gives

O(m2n ·W2/p2min).

Showing that the potential drops by at least p2/(2smax)
in every sequence of m2n steps is proofing theorem 10.
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How to proof Theorem 10

Analysing sequences:

Sequence S of maximum length with a potential drop

less than p2/(2smax). Starts by t0, ends at tl .
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How to proof Theorem 10

Counting tokens:

For counting the authors use tokens which will be assigned
to machines and reattached by jumping jobs.

In each step of this sequence

- an existing token is moved,
- or a new one is generated.

It can be argued, that

- at most m tokens will exist,
- at most m · n reattachments can occur.
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How to proof Theorem 10

Detailed argumentation:

We regard jobs from sequence S:

A token is moving with a jumping job.

If for a jump there is no token to move,
then a new one is generated on the destination machine.

Between two jobs, jumping away from the same machine,
there must be a job that jumps to this machine.

Otherwise by Lemma 4:
Contradiction to the definition of the sequence S
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Proof Theorem 10

Lemma 4

If two jobs jump away from a machine i at iterations t < t ′ and
no job enters machine i between t and t ′, then the potential ΦMakespan

drops by at least p2min/smax during the iterations t, ..., t ′ + 1 when using
Best Improvement pivot rule.

Sequence S has maximum length with a potential drop

less than p2/(2smax).
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How to proof Theorem 10
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How to proof Theorem 10

A token is moving with a jumping job.

If for a jump there is no token to move,
then a new one is generated on the destination machine.

Between two jobs, jumping away from the same machine,
there must be a job that jumps to this machine.

Otherwise by Lemma 4:
contradiction to the definition of the sequence S .

This means that for the second job a token to reattach always exists.

Ever the first one will generate a new token.

So far it is clear that at most m tokens will exist.
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How to proof Theorem 10

Counting the reattachments:

A token moves from machine 1 to machine 2.

The costs of the corresponding job decreases.

Thus Lt1 > Lt+1
2 .

Following a token strictly decreases the load,
this will be used subsequently.
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Proof Theorem 10
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How to proof Theorem 10

Counting the reattachments:

Following a token strictly decreases the load,
this will be used subsequently.

Assume a token is jumping to the same machine
by two jobs j and j ′ at t resp. t ′.
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Proof Theorem 10

Lemma 4

If two jobs jump away from a machine i at iterations t < t ′ and
no job enters machine i between t and t ′, then the potential ΦMakespan

drops by at least p2min/smax between t and t ′+1 when using Best
Improvement pivot rule.

Lemma 5

If two jobs enter a machine i at iterations t < t ′ and
no job leaves machine i between t and t ′, then the potential ΦMakespan

drops by at least p2min/(2 · smax) between t and t ′+1 when using Best
Improvement pivot rule.

Because of the definition of sequence S we don’t have the situations of
Lemma 4 or Lemma 5.
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How to proof Theorem 10
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How to proof Theorem 10

Counting the reattachments:

Following a token strictly decreases the load,
this will be used subsequently.

Assume a token is jumping to the same machine
by two jobs j and j ′ at t resp. t ′.

Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 guarantee that between two jobs
entering a machine there is a job leaving this machine.
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Proof Theorem 10

In the following we will use these observation:

Observation 1

When a job jumps away from a machine i according to the
Best Improvement pivot rule, it was a smallest job on machine i .
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How to proof Theorem 10
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How to proof Theorem 10

No reattach by same job to same machine:

For every entering job, a smaller one leaving follows: Lti ≤ Lt
′
i

Same token attached to machine i in t and t ′: Lt+1
i > Lt

′+1
i

Remember: Following a token strictly decreases the load.

The following equation shows that the two jobs cannot be the
same (pj > pj ′);

Lti + pj/si = Lt+1
i > Lt

′+1
i = Lt

′

i + pj ′/si ,

Because a token will not be reattached by the same job to the
same machine, at most m · n reattachments can occur.
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How to proof Theorem 10

This shows that the sequence S is of length at most m2n
and after more than m2n steps the drop of the makespan potential
is at least p2min/2smax .

Remember:

Makespan potential is in O(W 2/smax) after O(n) steps.

The Theorem 10 is proven by showing that the potential
drops by at least p2/(2smax) in every sequence of m2n steps.

Theorem 10: O(m2n ·W 2/p2min)
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Concluding Remarks / Summary

The authors showed various new results
for the job assignment problem.

Interesting: machine speeds did not occur.

They also introduced and analyzed the new model FIFO.

They could turn the pseudo-polynomial bounds (factor W /pmin)
into a smoothed polynomial convergence time.

Conjecture for FIFO:
polynomial convergence time for every pivot rule
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Thank you for listening!
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Related Work and Results

Summary on convergence times found by the authors:

Makespan

identical machines O(n ·W /pmin) (Thm. 2)
unit-weight jobs n (Thm. 4)
Best Improvement O(m2n ·W 2/p2min) (Thm. 10)

Remarks:

unit-weight: m · n before

O(n ·W /pmin): turns to polynomial bound for expected convergence
time by smoothed analysis

O(m2n ·W 2/p2min): polynomial bounded with high probability by
smoothed analysis
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Convergence time by the authors

Summary on convergence times found by the authors:

SJF

Max Weight on identical machines 2Ω(n) (Thm. 3)
Max Weight on identical machines
with random weights 2Ω(

√
n) (Thm. 3)

Min Weight n (Thm. 11)
Random O(n2) (Thm 11)

Remarks:

Max Weight on identical machines: exponential,

while O(n2) by asking on rotational basis [4]
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Convergence time by the authors

Summary on convergence times found by the authors:

FIFO

identical machines n − 1 (Thm. 1)
unit-weight jobs n (Thm. 4)
two machines Θ(n) (Thm. 5)
Best Improvement O(m2n ·W /pmin) (Thm. 6)
Random O(m2n2 ·W /pmin) (Thm 7)
Fixed Priority O(n2 ·W /pmin (Thm. 8)
lower bounds Ω(mn), Ω(m2) for Min Weight (Thm. 9)

Remarks:

Results with factor W /pmin: turn to polynomial bound for the
expected convergence time by smoothed analysis
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Smoothed Analysis

In cases where the results depends on (the possibly exponential large
factor) W /pmin the authors can show that the expected smoothed
convergence time is polynomial:

Lemma 1

If the convergence time is bounded by f (m, n) ·W /pmin for some
polynomial f , then the smoothed convergence time is bounded by
O(f (m, n) · n3log(m) · ϕ).

For Best Improvement in the Makespan model, the factor is W 2/p2min, but
there Lemma 2 shows a bound with high probability:

Lemma 2

The convergence time of the Best Improvement pivot rule in the Makespan
model is in m2n7ϕ2 with probability at least 1− 1/n.
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Smoothed Analysis

Less pessimistic variant of worst-case analysis

Adversarial input with small amount of random noise

A probability density fj : [0, 1] → [0,Φ] for pj

Smoothed convergence:
worst expected convergence time of any Φ-smooth instance and

Smoothed price of anarchy:
worst expected price of anarchy of any Φ-smooth instance.

Φ defines power of adversary.

He can choose an interval of length 1/Φ for each job size
from which it is drawn uniformly at random.
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Potential functions

Definition

Makespan potential

In the section of related machines the authors use potential functions.
In the proof of Theorem 10 the following potential will be used:

m∑
i=1

1

si
· ((

∑
j∈σ−1(i)

pj)
2 +

∑
j∈σ−1(i)

p2j ),

as in Even-Dar et. al. [3].
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Proof Theorem 10, further down

Definition 4:

Let (j1, ..., jl), (i0, ..., il), and t1 < ... < tl be sequences such that for any k
= 1, ... , l, job jk jumps from machine ik−1 to machine ik in iteration tk .
These sequences are called

- forward thread if from iteration tk + 1 to iteration tk+1 − 1, no job
leaves machine ik for every k = 1, ..., l − 1.

- backward thread if from iteration tk + 1 to iteration tk+1 − 1, no job
enters machine ik for every k = 1, ..., l − 1.

’Intuitively, a forward thread always follows the first job leaving a machine
and a backward thread backtracks the last job entering a machine in the
past.’ [2]
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Proof Theorem 10, further down

Lemma 4

If two jobs jump away from a machine i at iterations t < t ′ and no job
enters machine i between t and t ′, then the potential ΦMakespan drops by
at least p2min/smax during the iterations t, ..., t ′ + 1 when using Best
Improvement pivot rule.
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Proof Theorem 10, further down

Proof of Lemma 4

Assume the given precondition and w.l.o.g. no other job leaved in
between. Regard the maximum forward thread starting at
t = t1 < ... < tl with tl < t ′.

If L
tl+1

il
≤ Lti − pmin/(2smax) Lemma 4 follows from Lemma 10.
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Proof Theorem 10, further down

Lemma 10

Consider a forward thread ((j1, ..., jl), (i0, ..., il), t1 < ... < tl). Then
pj1 ≥ ... ≥ pjl and the potential ΦMakespan decreases in total by at least

2(Lt1i0 − Ltl+1
il

) · pmin in the iterations t1, ..., tl .
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Proof Theorem 10, further down

Proof of Lemma 4

If L
tl+1

il
≤ Lti − pmin/(2smax) Lemma 4 follows from Lemma 10.

Otherwise, let job jl jump from il to i at iteration t ′ + 1. Its
potential drop is at least

Lt
′+1
il

− (Lt
′+1
i +

pjl
si
) ≥ Ltl+1

il
− (Lt

′+1
i +

pjl
si
)

> Lti − Lt
′+1
i − pjl

si
− pmin

2smax
=

pj + pj ′ − pjl
si

− pmin

2smax
.

pj ≥ pjl by Lemma 10 and jl improves by at least pmin/(2smax).
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Proof Theorem 10, further down

Lemma 5

If two jobs enter a machine i at iterations t ′ < t and no job leaves
machine i between t ′ and t, then the potential ΦMakespan drops by at least
p2min/(2 · smax) between t ′ and t+1 when using Best Improvement pivot
rule.
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Proof Theorem 10, further down

Proof concept of Lemma 5

Regarding a maximum backward thread, similar to the proof of
Lemma 4 the drop follows from Lemma 11 (instead of Lemma 10 for
the forward thread) or in the other case by using the Lemma from
Even-Dar [3] after a short calculation.
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Proof Theorem 10, further down

Lemma 11

Consider a backward thread ((j1, ..., jl), (i0, ..., il), t1 < ... < tl). Then the
potential ΦMakespan decreases in total by at least (pj1 − pjl ) · pmin/smax in
the iterations t1, ..., tl + 1 when using the Best Improvement pivot rule.
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